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Introduction

The rise of ISIS has stunned the world. 1 On September 10, President Obama vowed to
“redouble our efforts to cut off its funding.” 2 The Treasury Department elaborated in a
statement published on the same day:
“But we are mindful that ISIL [a.k.a., ISIS], unlike many other terrorist groups, also
relies on significant funding derived from sources internal to Syria and Iraq,
including criminal conduct such as smuggling, extortion, and robbery...And the
group also benefits from sales of Iraqi and Syrian oil.” 3 [emphasis added]

This report assesses the quality and scope of public information available concerning ISIS
black market oil sales.
Apples and Oranges on Production

It is likely that no one – probably not even ISIS – knows exactly how much oil ISIS is
producing, how much it is selling, and how much revenue this activity is generating. The
mechanics of the group’s petroleum operations are shrouded in uncertainty, and estimates
vary based on assumptions and parameters.

It is unlikely that ISIS produces as much oil as the theoretical capacity of the oilfields it
seizes, as equipment is often damaged and skilled labor – whether foreign or local – may
flee the violence. One analyst at the RAND Corporation noted:

“Oil is ISIL’s biggest source of revenue but also presents the biggest problem. ISIL
controls about a dozen fields in Syria and Iraq, in addition to a number of refineries,
including mobile refineries. Based on media accounts, RAND has estimated the total
production capacity of these fields to be more than 150,000 barrels per day,
although actual production is estimated to be much lower.” 4
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Actual production is split between the Iraqi and Syrian territories that ISIS has captured.
Sheer geography dictates that ISIS controls more of Syria’s potential production than that
of Iraq, where the principal petroleum centers lie in the south of the country and have, so
far, been largely unaffected by the war. The Iraq Energy Institute estimates that ISIS
produces 30,000 barrels per day from its Iraqi fields and 50,000 barrels per day from its
Syrian fields. 5 Another estimate by a Brookings Doha Center scholar put the Iraqi share of
ISIS production in a range between 25,000 and 40,000 barrels per day. 6 Chatham House
published an expert comment in July that summarized the latest thinking at the time:

“According to estimates made by the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, total
Syrian production in the hands of rebels, tribes and local families amount to
approximately 60,000 barrels per day (b/d). And ISIS controls more than 60 per
cent of Syria’s oil, according to the interim Syrian opposition government. ISIS
production methods are said to be primitive, meaning they are not extracting the
crude anywhere near maximum flow rates. Syria’s largest field, Omar, for instance,
is a mature field, which requires water injection to enhance recovery. ISIS has
managed to produce around 20,000 b/d from this field, from a maximum capacity of
75,000 b/d, according to recent Economist Intelligence Unit estimates.” 7

The approximation of 60,000 barrels per day mentioned in the comment above, however,
does not include a more granular breakdown specifying how much is in ISIS hands. It is
also unclear whether the 60 percent figure applies to oil reserves, oil production, or
perhaps the number of oil fields in Syria.
These estimates of ISIS production from Syrian fields conflict with overall Syrian
production estimates. In February 2014, the U.S. Energy Information Administration
reported:
“The latest EIA estimates indicate that Syrian crude and condensates production has
fallen to barely 25,000 bbl/d—including production outside the control of the
Syrian government—or a drop of roughly 90% since March 2011 when the conflict
began.” 8

While this estimate may be dated, a recent assessment from earlier this month by the
International Energy Agency – which estimates Syrian production at 30,000-40,000 barrels
per day – is strikingly similar to the EIA assessment. 9 It is unclear how or whether ISIS
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production is higher than overall Syrian production. Some claims for ISIS volumes reach as
high as 180,000 barrels per day just from the Syrian fields, which is highly unlikely.
Meanwhile, another report, which estimates ISIS production capacity at 55,000 barrels per
day, notes that ISIS “has adopted a scorched earth policy of torching oil fields in retreat,”
adding additional uncertainty to these figures. 10
Revenue Variables

All estimates of ISIS trade flows must be treated with a great deal of caution. For example, it
is likely that a purchaser of oil from ISIS may not always know the origins of the oil in
question. The group could be taking oil directly from a field, loading it onto a truck, driving
the truck the border, selling the oil at a massive discount, and pocketing the revenue. 11 In
other cases, the group could collect a “tax” on black market operations run by smugglers
and criminals. It is also possible that some oil could simply be bartered for weapons, food,
and other materiel or services – or even put into storage for later use. ISIS might even
permit illicit trading by others for its own purposes.

ISIS also likely does not export all of its production. Domestic markets in Syria and Iraq
would purchase some portion of ISIS crude oil. (Whether ISIS sales of Iraqi oil to customers
in Syria, or vice versa, count as exports is another vexing analytical question.) One analyst
at the Royal United Services Institute estimated ISIS exports and pricing as follows:
“IS [Islamic State] exports about 9,000 barrels of oil per day at prices ranging from
about $25-$45 (£15-£27). Some of this goes to Kurdish middlemen up towards
Turkey, some goes for domestic IS consumption and some goes to the Assad regime,
which in turn sells weapons back to the group.” 12

Total revenue accruing to ISIS is another question. The oft-cited Iraq Energy Institute
estimate of $3.2 million ($2 million from Syrian oil, $1.2 million from Iraqi oil) assumes an
average of $40 per barrel for 80,000 barrels. Another estimate put the figure at $50-60 per
barrel. 13 An earlier estimate pegged the price at $30 per barrel, and assessed revenues at
$1 million per day from Iraq and potentially $100 million per month for ISIS production
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from both Iraq and Syria. 14 These are averages, of course, so it is conceivable that
individual ISIS oil transactions could close at prices lower or higher than these ranges
under certain circumstances.
Conclusion

Substantial uncertainty pervades our understanding of the mechanics, volume, and
revenue associated with the terrorist group’s black market petroleum operations.
Inconsistent methodologies, varying assumptions, and understandably questionable data
account for these differences, as well as the evolving situation on the ground. This
uncertainty does not in any way detract from the threat ISIS poses. Depriving ISIS of
whatever dark revenue pool it generates from its sales of oil will put additional strain on an
organization with little capacity to expand its oil field operations. 15 If the coalition is able to
take ISIS production off-line, the historic growth in U.S. oil production could easily make up
the shortfall to global oil markets, whether ISIS production is 25,000 or 80,000 barrels per
day. 16 Rapid growth in North American petroleum production, in fact, partly explains why
global benchmark oil prices have fallen despite the rise of ISIS.
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